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Introduction Although language teacher cognition research is now well established
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Analytic Method CDA offers a framework through which to link the micro-analysis of
linguistic features (i.e. placement of clauses) to macro-analyses of culture or hegemonic global ideologies
(i.e. neoliberalism). Fairclough (2003) suggests that CDA’s close examination of language in conjunction with
other qualitative approaches delivers the rich, multi-layered data valued by researchers in the social
sciences. My application of Fairclough’s framework to the discourse of these three teachers during an
interview with me (a Ph.D student, white, female, thirties, 15 years of ESL teaching experience) progressed
as follows: 1. Two rounds of coding on transcripts (open and thematic) to reveal tensions (see Borg, 2015) in
teachers’ talk; 2. Locating “intertextuality” (see Fairclough, 2003) within tension-revealing talk as a unit of
analysis for testing vs. beliefs-specific (that is, about play) tensions; 3. Analysing intertextual tension-talk
(additive and elaborative markers for co-hyponyms, nouns/pronouns, and modal verbs.)

Findings: The Intertextuality of Cognition
Fairclough (2003) discusses “intertextuality” in which texts may “draw upon, incorporate, recontextualize,
[or] dialogue” with other texts (p. 17). Here, teachers draw upon and dialogue with outside texts (policy,
tests, evaluations protocols) as they weigh the place of play in US high schools. As they do so, they align and
differentiate the content of the documents with their cognition around playful pedagogy.
In Excerpt 1, the teacher created equivalency with NCLB and “standardization” and “everybody being the
same and meeting the same standards.” Later, she attributes low expectations and general failure to prepare
students for postsecondary success to NCLB’s priority of “everybody being the same”; this, she contrasts with
another list of equivalencies--creativity, critical thinking, rigor, and differentiation, as well as her thoughts
on the possibility of playful pedagogy. (Does she mean that current educational policy is primarily concerned
with conformity and will constrain efforts to design instruction that transgresses the goal of “everybody
being the same”? )
In Excerpt 2, the teacher reports what they expect of her students as evidenced by “the test.” Her pronouns
build equivalencies (what “they expect”) among the concepts of college preparation, rigor and “get[ting]
them ready for [the test] in a year”; through the expression “rather than,” she contrasts what “they expect”
(also what “we’re supposed to do”) with building “well-rounded students.” (Does she imply that play would
figure into the latter endeavour?)
In Excerpt 3, the teacher draws on the current evaluation protocol in her district. Her pronoun use also builds
a narrative of what “they” expect teacher to do. She equates student-centered instructions with interaction,
discussion, movement, and technology. She partially aligns her practice with the new expectations but,
dialoguing with the document, demands time to “figure it out.” (Is she appropriating this document’s
language to help her define and to align her practice toward what she constructs to be more playfulness?)

Implications for Playful Teaching
The intertextuality of these three excerpts suggest that teachers make meaning from texts connected to
education, whether local or national, and that the message they receive from those documents is may create
tension in their cognition. These teachers seem to construct their beliefs, experience, and practice in
dialogue with any number of actual or figured texts. Thus, any decisions about implementing more playful
teaching will be measured against various texts that define what is permitted or at least preferred in terms
of classroom practice. For teacher education, this may mean that pre-service teachers should be given
opportunities to critically reflect on educational policy in order to better assert their agency later. Further
research might consider exploring which texts surface in teachers’ talk about their instructional decisions,
how teachers make meaning of those texts, and the nature of the interaction with their overall cognition.

